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the album's lead single, i would die 4 u, was in its early stages of development during the recording of lovesexy - prior to being finished as a b-side to the dirty mind single and then released on the all-purpose performance ep. while the all-purpose performance ep does feature
the song, an alternate version with slightly different lyrics as well as a different chorus was also recorded and included on the bootleg of the all-purpose performance ep, but the version included on the album is the most commonly heard today, usually because it is the version

included on the all-purpose performance ep in addition to the dirty mind single. prince returned to the funk with his guitar: the rhythm instrument: with it, he gave much needed clarity to his entire palette of musical instruments. the album marked a move towards more
sophisticated and abstract production, while sounding much more accessible and direct than his previous works. critics described its sound as a cross between funk, rock and progressive music. the album also featured a guest appearance by tom petty. it was prince`s first

number 1 album since 1983s lovesexy. prince spent much of the year promoting the album and performing live in europe and north america. in the aftermath of his first divorce, princes concept for the black album (released under the brand princebattalion) was to investigate the
darker side of relationships. the album, which is still critically praised, was praised by critics but failed to make a major impact. as a result, the character prince developed on stage for his so-called art official age touring project had grown to the point that it influenced his work on

the album. prince went on to further experiment with his stage character, resulting in the frenetic and highly comedic performance at minneapolis`s first avenue in 1998. this performance, which became known as the minneapolis show, was released as the triple album the
chocolate invasion.
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Purple Rain made Prince a superstar; it eventually sold over ten million
copies in the U.S. and spent 24 weeks at number one. Partially

recorded with his touring band, the Revolution, the record featured the
most pop-oriented music he has ever made. Instead of continuing in

this accessible direction, he veered off into the bizarre psycho-
psychedelia of Around the World in a Day, which nevertheless sold

over two million copies. In 1986, he released the even stranger Parade,
which was in its own way as ambitious and intricate as any art rock of
the 60s; however, no art rock was ever grounded with a hit as brilliant
as the spare funk of Kiss. credits from Second Phase, released October
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